
New Release Information   uu August

uu		13.07. Single and official Video for „Dr. Dare Rides Again“ on YouTube
uu		27.07. Single and official Video for „Falling To Pieces” on YouTube
uu		10.08. Single “Antisocial War”
uu		album reviews, interviews in all important Metal magazines in Eu-

rope’s JUL/AUG 2018 issues
uu		advertising in many important music magazines JUL/AUG 2018
uu		banner advertising: metalflirt (de), summer breeze (de), metal (de), 

metalnews (de), allschools (de), rock harz (de), metal4bremen (de), 
musicscan (de), twilight-magazin (de), dosenmusik (de), gestromt (de), 
hard-times (de), medicine-mag (de), new-metal-media (de), metalm-
essage (de), stormbringer (at), darkscene (at), medazzarock (de+ch), 
negativewhite (ch)

uu		playlist placements on Spotify: Pop Punk’s Not Dead (280K Follower), 
All New Rock (107K Follower), New Punk Tracks (95K Follower)

uu		street promotion: distributed Flyers through our Street Team
uu		song placements in European magazine compilations
uu		Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Google+ organic promotion
uu		Facebook ads and promoted posts + Google ads in both the search and 

display networks, bing ads and gmail ads 
uu		banner advertising on more than 60 most important Metal & Rock 

websites all over Europe
uu		video and pre-roll ads on You tube
uu		ad campaigns on iPhones for iTunes and Google Play for Android
uu		banners, featured items at the shop, header images and a background 

on nuclearblast.de and nuclearblast.com
uu		features and banners in newsletters, as well as special mailings to 

targeted audiences in support of the release

SEND REQUEST BRING THE SUN 
- WHENEVER - TO YOUR HEART
Ah, summer. A time of sunglasses, tank tops, bright sun and warm 
days—a time of top-down, stereo-cranked, sing-a-long-fueled adventures 
and memory making. Even if you’re old and grey, trapped in a cubicle 
somewhere all day and well into the night, even the notion of summer 
still bears those warm, intoxicating memories and concomitant sobering 
twinge of nostalgia. It’s a time of year that pretty much everyone can 
relate to—making it something that summer and Pennsylvania pop-punk 
outfit SEND REQUEST have in common. True enough, while the summer 
months are synonymous with angst-tinted, boisterous and bouncy pop-
punk, SEND REQUEST aren’t simply a band built for the May-August 
block of the calendar. Taking splashy, energetic and enthusiastic energy 
and mixing it with stark, earnest emotion atop a canvas of creative, 
catchy instrumentation, the band blend elements from alternative rock to 
pop and beyond to create an infectious listening experience that brings 
out the sun-loving, drunk-on-nostalgia youngster in just about anyone. 

SEND REQUEST was born in 2013 as the creative conglomerate 
between Andrew Blank, Derek Holminski, Aron Wood and Jon 

Labenski—and since then, they have grown from a driven, plucky 
pop-punk upstart project to a full-fledge force to be reckoned with. 
Since their inception, the band have unleashed routine testaments to 
their growth, from their debut effort, »Beyond The Ordinary« in May 
of 2014, the critically acclaimed follow-up »Make Your Move« the 
following summer, to ‘Anymore’, building a style and sound that is all 
their own—and a dedicated following to match. As dedicated as they 
remain to writing and recording material that highlights their musical 
and personal growth, SEND REQUEST are dedicated to bringing that 
music to new ears and old fans alike. 

Establishing themselves as a local powerhouse as well as serving for 
support to CAROUSEL KINGS (Victory Records), JIMMY EAT WORLD 
(RCA Records), as well as lighting up the Ernie Ball Stage at the 
Pennsylvania Vans Warped Tour date in 2014 and on the Journey’s 
Left Foot Stage in 2017.

Since their inception, SEND REQUEST have been steadily supplying the 
underground with new, original and energetic music in combination with 
a frenzied live performance and an unstoppable do-it-yourself work ethic. 
Now, in combination with SharpTone Records and on the brink of a new 
record, SEND REQUEST are poised to make the leap from local heroes to 
a truly uplifting 2018 underdog story.

Territory: World

Style: Rockwww.facebook.com/sendrequestband/ · www.twitter.com/sendrequestband · www.sharptonerecords.co/sendrequest

SEND REQUEST
Perspectives

 Release Date
uu 24/08/2018

uu Tracklists:
CD:
01. Dr. Dare Rides Again
02.  Talk A lot
03.  Falling To Pieces
04.  Let It Die
05.  Antisocial War
06.  When Everything Falls Apart
07.  Trust
08.  Here’s To The Years
09.  Make Like A Tree
10.  If I Stay

uu Line up:
Andrew Blank | Vocals
Derek Holminski | Guitar
Aron Wood | Bass
Jon Labenski | Drums

uu LINKS:
SHARPTONE RECORDS · OESCHSTRASSE 40 · D-73072 DONZDORF · GERMANY · PHONE +49-7162-9280-13 / -20 / -25 · FAX +49-7162-24554

uu www.facebook.com/sharptonerecs  ·  twitter.com/sharptonerecs
uu SHARPTONE RECORDS Video Clips  ·  SHARPTONE RECORDS on: SoundCloud

uu sharptonerecords.co

 Pre-Order Start
uu 02/08/2018

ST 4520-2 CD
 

Price Code: CD11
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